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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 14:
B&H
Deutsche Bahn (DB) seeking personnel in Bosnia and Herzegovina
July, Sarajevo, B&H (foto: Pixabay): More and more German companies employ workers from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Not only they are ready to accept workers coming from B&H, but they actively go to B&H and seek employees
through advertisements. Last such advertisement published on a B&H job
seeking internet website was an advertisement of Deutsche Bahn (DB). It
is one of the leading global companies for transport of goods and passengers, says “Biznisinfo”. This time DB searched B&H for technical worker in
railway transport – shunters. However, in the advert itself, the company
offers “various professions, so that candidates with railway experience
and technical education are especially welcome”. To all future workers DB
offers course of German language and practical training in Slovenia.
“Costs of education and living costs during training are completely covered by DB. We offer attractive remuneration during entire schooling, as
well as German indefinite employment contract after successful completion of German language course and practical training” says the advert, also listing the possibility of career advancement.
It seems that the paraphrase popular on social networks works for all the countries in the region: The country with
youth like this does not have to worry – for the future of Germany!

RS Railways plan the construction of intermodal terminal
August, Doboj, B&H (Source: RS Railways): Minister of Transport Neđo Trninić and Acting Director General of Republic of Srpska (RS) Railways Zoran Ilinčić visited Vienna, and held meetings with management of Rail Cargo Austria on
cooperation with RS Railways, and had an organized visit to intermodal terminal.
Ministry of Transport and RS Railways are considering the possibility of forming a transport center seeking to create an
intermodal connection of cargo flow in Republic of Srpska. Optimal location for transport and logistic center would be
Doboj, the largest railway network hub in the B&H, owing to its excellent railway and road connections.
Expected effects of this planned project are increased competitiveness of transport services, opening of new markets,
increase in goods transported by RS Railways, increase of domestic exports, strengthening of the economy of Republic
of Srpska and its competitiveness in the European market.
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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 14:
Croatia
Railway Between Vrbovec and Križevci Connected
August, Zagreb: Works on the project Dugo Selo – Križevci are currently mainly conducted on the Vrbovec-Križevaci subsection. This 20km
subsections should see first testing during October or November at the
latest. There is still a lot of work, however, the final form is starting to
emerge.
During the testing period highest allowed train speeds will be 100 km/h.
At the Dugo Selo – Vrbovec subsection works until now were performed
on the construction of overpass, that is, works that did not prevent traffic. After Vrbovec- Križevci section enters the testing stage, further
works on Dugo Selo – Vrbovec section will commence.
With the exception of three level crossings that will connect once the
overpasses and new railway sections just outside the stations Vrbovec
and Križevci are finished, complete railway section between there two
points is connected. During July, a very demanding work on bypass between Vrbovec and Gradec train stations was performed, after which
seven kilometers of newly constructed line was put into operation. This
work was performed during five days of full closing of the railway.

(Source: Željezničar Monthly, Croatian Railways Infrastructure, issue
885, text and photo: Branimir Butković)
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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 14:
Serbia
Work Begins on the Construction of Technical-Passenger Station Zemun
September, Belgrade: “Project of construction and modernization of technical-passenger station Zemun is of high
importance for Serbian Railways, and new technical station in Zemun will enable faster, better and more efficient train
maintenance. In that way we will get a modern maintenance center, like all the other countries in the region, which
we did not have until now” said the Vice-President of the Government and Minister of Construction, Transport and
Infrastructure Zorana Mihajlović on 9th of September, during the opening of the works.
She said that a lot is invested in the improvement of Serbian railways, and that almost 800 km of railways will be
reconstructed by 2020.
Mihajlović reminded that trains are currently maintained in three locations: in Topčider, Makiš and Zemun, and that
after this project is concluded, all those activities will be moved to a single location: TPS Zemun.
„We are constructing high-speed rail Belgrade-Budapest, up to now we have invested 200 million EUR into new trains,
and expect to invest 100 million more, but we also invest in the people, so during last and this year 100 train drivers
were hired. Our goal is to make the citizens want to enter new trains and use railway transport“ said the Minister.
Contract concerning the project of modernization of technical-passenger station Zemun, between railway company
„Srbija Voz“ and consortium of companies Energoprojekt niskogradnja – Energoprojekt oprema and Colas Rail S.A.S.
from France was signed on 4th of June by the Acting Director General of „Srbija Voz“ Jugoslav Jović and Director
General of Energoprjekt niskogradnja Aleksandar Stanović. This contract, worth 50.8 million EUR, creates the basis for
the construction of multifuncional center for maintenance of railway vehicles on the surface of 35 hectares.
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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 14:
R E I OSerbia
N
Reconstruction Begins on Kragujevac – Lapovo
Railway
September, Belgrade: Serbian Railways Infrastructure began reconstruction of Kragujevac-Lapovo railway that should be finished by October 2019.
Trains will use this section in the future, but also further to Mladenovac,
through which they will have further connection with Belgrade city
train.
It is a curiosity that this will be the first time this railway section will be
completely reconstructed after 132 years it was originally built in 1887.
Works include replacement of rails, sleepers and ballast, regulating the
track, as well as the repair on the surface where it was damaged by the
floods and weather.
Train speed after the reconstruction will be 60 km/h in cargo and 100
km/h in passenger transport, and the axial load will be increased from
18 to 22.5 tons per axis.
(source and photo: Serbian Railways)
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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 14:
RE ION
Slovenia
Slovenian Railways Sign Letter of Intent With DB Cargo AG From Germany in Munich
June, Munich: Slovenian railways - SŽ d.o.o. i SŽ-Cargo transport d.o.o. signed a Letter of Intent with German railway company DB Cargo AG on 5th of June, at the international Transport and Logistics fair in Munich, aiming to
deepen the cooperation in the field of transport and logistics services, research and development, as well as the
training of executive personnel for work in the German market in Slovenian railway training center. Companies will,
among other things, cooperate in creation of new products in certain product segments, exchange of knowledge
and information and creation of wholesome logistic services. Agreement also binds companies to cooperate more in
education, research and development in transport.
(Source and photo: Slovenian Railways)

Montenegro
RŽD International Interested in Reconstruction of Belgrade-Bar Railway
July, Belgrade, Bar: Russian Railways are interested in reconstruction of Belgrade-Bar
railway and preparing of documentation for that project is currently in progress, said
the representative of RZD International in Serbia Mansurbek Sultanov for Serbian national TV, RTS.
“For Bar railway we already have finished section up to Valjevo, but that is not the most
critical section, but the one toward Zlatibor and further, to the border with Montenegro” – said Sultanov.
- In order to modernize and reach projected speed on this railway we need modern
safety infrastructure, new contact network and signaling – said Sultanov for RTS.
According to him, Serbia has very good position and should not lose cargo transit, due
to which some reconstructions were performed with ongoing traffic.
- Corridor X and XI are most important both for road and railway transport, and the
Strategy currently implemented by your Government and relevant ministries is a good
one – claims Sultanov.
This railway is 467 km long and connects Belgrade with the Port of Bar on Adriatic Sea.
The length of railway of 301 km through Serbia and 175 km through Montenegro. It was
constructed
from
1966
to 1975
Former Yugoslavia.
Current
central
station
Vuk'sinmonument
(photo: Vikipedia)
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PHOTO TIME MACHINE:

Motor coach “Ganc” in Novi Sad, 1937

Main railway station in Ljubljana, 1880

Main railway station in Sarajevo, 1882

Postal card of Main railway station in Zagreb, 1927

WE WELCOME NEW MEMBERS OF THE RCSEE CLUSTER:
NIS - Gazprom Neft, Beograd, Serbia:
https://www.nis.eu

Railway Infrastructure of Montenegro, Podgorica
E-Mail: http://www.zicg.me/naslovna
Jovan Marković, Traffic engineer, Belgrade, Serbia (individual member)
E-Mail: markovicj188@gmail.com
Zlatko Bevanda, Railway Infrastructure Expert, Sarajevo, BiH
(individual member) E-Mail: zlatkobevanda@gmail.com
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
“What is the 4th railway package” panel held in Zagreb
On September 3, new regional gathering of railway sector
companies, faculties and institutes was held at the University of Zagreb Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences
(FTTS). The event that gathered approximately 80 participants from six countries (Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Austria and Spain) presented current EU
railway standards.
The presentation was held by the representative of Austrian certification company ERC GmbH from Graz,
Mr Fabian Schmid, who also presented the activities of
his company, one of the founding members of our cluster.
This presentation was focused on the preparation of regional institutions in charge of railway and regional companies for practical application of new technical standards
and legislation.

Tomislav Josip Mlinarić,
Dean of FPZ
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Mladen Nikšić, FPZ

In a very good working atmosphere, moderated by
Ms Marjana Petrovic from the FTTS, this useful event was
coorganized by RCSEE, FTTS and one of the most active
members, ALTPRO company from Zagreb.
Representatives of the organizers, Tomislav Josip Mlinarić (Dean of FTTS), Mladen Nikšić (Department of Railway Transport), Zvonimir Viduka (ALTPRO Zagreb director) and Milan Vučković (RCSEE) briefly presented the
activities of their organizations.
Milan Vučković, RCSEE coordinator mentioned that “large
interest in this event shows and proves that these events,
seminars and trainings are more than needed in our region”
Photos: RCSEE©

Zvonimir Viduka, Altpro

Fabian Schmid, ERC GmbH
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
RCSEE Presidency Strengthened by a new Member From Montenegro
RCSEE Presidency recently saw new changes. As a reminder, Presidency operated with the same members in
continuity since its founding, on 10th of February 2016.
First, Mr. Volker Drenkhahn has resigned the position of presidency member due to personal
reasons. The election of new presidency member from Germany will be held in the nearby future.
We thank Mr. Drenkhahn on his cooperation with the cluster so far. He personally contributed a lot
to the founding of the cluster, and afterwards, as an active member of the presidency, to its development.
According to the RCSEE documents, Ms Vera Vujović became a new member of cluster presidency from Montenegro. This simultaneously strengthens the concept of regional cooperation
that our cluster promotes since the beginning.
Ms Vujovic is currently working as an Independent Expert for substructure at Railway Infrastructure of Montenegro, also a cluster member.
We extend our greetings to Ms Vujovic and look forward to her future input in the cluster operations.
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
RCSEE Representatives Visiting Birmingham
Delegation made of representatives of Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering of Belgrade University
Dragana Macura, Milica Selmić and Jovan Marković) and
Railway Cluster for Southeastern Europe (Dragoljub Rajić,
director and Marko Radović) visited the Birmingham Center for Railway Research and Education (BCRRE) and railway cluster Rail Alliance. During the visit, delegation had
an opportunity to introduce itself with the railway industry in this region, advanced solutions offered by local
companies, as well as the innovations developed in the
research center of the University of Birmingham.
During the visit, RCSEE delegation attended Destination
Decarbonization, event co-hosted by Rail Alliance and
BCRRE, showcasing modern technologies intending to reduce carbon emissions produced by the railways. During
the event, delegation had an opportunity to see Hydroflex, UK’s first hydrogen-powered train developed by the
BCRRE. During the test drive, engineers of the University
of Birmingham presented the new technology they developed and answered a number of question from the interested parties.
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Continuing the visit, RCSEE delegation visited University of
Birmingham, during which they were show the resources
BCREE possesses, and were introduced to the products
and innovations developed in this center. Special accent
during the talks was on the cooperation between institutions and their members, through projects, but also
through the possibilities for joint business ventures and
transfers of knowledge and new technologies.
Finally, RCSEE delegation had an opportunity to attend West Midlands Grand Rail Collaboration Conference
2019, high level conference that kicks off partnership of
five regional operators, aiming to increase the level of
railway passenger services in the region. During the conference, members of delegations learned about the issues
that passengers face, as well as the ways in which the
partners will simplify ticketing, improve stations and
trains, and increase the performance of the entire railway
network.
Photos: RCSEE©
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